HOW TO FIND CARNEY PARK

From Northern or Southern Italy
take the Autostrada to Naples. After passing the tollbooth, take the “Tangentiale” exit. From the Tangenziale take exit #12, Via Campana. At the end of the exit ramp, you will enter a traffic circle. Go around the circle about a 3/4 turn and take the road leading up the hill (to the left of the restaurant). After about 1/2 a mile bear to the left. At the end of the road will be the entrance to Carney Park and the Golf Course.

Coming from the Support Site
follow the Ss7bis towards Pinetamare. Get on the Ss7 heading towards Napoli. Take the “Quarto / Monterusciello Nord” exit. Follow the road for .8 k as it curves first left through an underpass, and then again right. Follow the sign to “Quarto” and turn left at the top of the overpass. Go down this road for about .9 k and take the first right towards “Via Masullo / Monterusciello Nord”. Take a right at the bottom of the exit ramp, go about 150 meters, and then turn left towards “Pozzuoli / Tangenziale”. Follow the signs towards “Pozzuoli / Tangenziale” and take the first right after about 150 meters. Go through the tunnel and take the first right towards “Carney Park”. Go to the end of the road and bear right when you see the guards.

FROM CARNEY PARK TO THE SUPPORT SITE

Using the Tang’...
Leave the Park and turn right at the first major intersection. Go straight across the traffic circle (second road to the right) following the sign towards the Tangenziale. Follow the Tang’ through the toll booth and onto the A1 towards Rome. Exit the A1 at the signs for “Pomigliano / Villa Literno”. Take the turn back over the A1, follow the Ss7bis and just past the AGIP station, turn right at the sign for the Support Site.

The back way...
Leave the Park and turn left at the first major intersection. Go through the tunnel, turn left and then take an immediate right. This feeder road joins a short stretch of divided highway which soon ends. At the end of the divided highway, take the exit and turn right at the top of the hill. Take the next right (the Ss7) towards Rome. Go to Pinetamare and turn right towards Villa Literno on the Ss7bis. Follow the Ss7bis past exits for Casal di Principe, Frignano, Giugliano & Teverola. Take the exit after the Teverola exit (Gricignano d’Avessa). Go left over the Ss7bis, left around the traffic circle and turn right into the Support Site.